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jerzy cieŚliKoWSKi 

children’s Folklore
(part 1)1

a range and understanding of the term ‘folklore’, coined in the mid-nineteenth 
century, have changed. at present, one does not talk of one kind of folklore, 
but about many types of folklore or about folklore additionally defined as, for 
example, country or school folklore. etymologically, folklore means: folk cul-
ture. moreover, it is well known that “folksiness” not only for an average mind 
but for many people today, means “rusticity”, and “rusticity” means peasant 
rusticity. Hence the term “folklore” so far seemed to refer to and encompass 
only that environment. even now it is sometimes used in this sense when it 
does have any distinctive epithet. “Folklore” alone, without an attribute, mean 
rustic difference, and to be more precise, peasant difference. it also means, 
more and more often (we are talking about popular semantics, not scholar-
ly semantics), difference in general. it means difference signified not only by 
such features as naivety, spontaneity, anonymity, but also by “awkwardness”, 
“peasantness” as distinguished from “culturedness” and “good taste” as they 
are propagated by the mass media.

The opposition of “rusticity” and “urbanity”, of a “village” and “city” is an 
ambivalent opposition in the environment of fast urbanisation of dwellers of 
villages. “just folklore!...” – people say sneeringly about someone playing the 
willow flute, yet only if the player is doing it with pure naivety of a ninteenth-
century sheperd boy. Similarly, some time ago, a distinction was made between 
“folk poetry” and “artistic poetry”. benedetto croce or john meier did that, 
justifying the distinction by a psychological factor. When an artistic song is 
sung by a folk perfomer who is aware of its literariness or of an author’s sur-
name, then we deal with a piece belonging to artistic poetry; when the perfo-
mance of the song takes place without the awareness of the song’s context, we 
deal with a song of folk poetry. Thus rejecting these pejorative terms, distort-
ing the meaning of folklore by identifying it with “ignorance” and “yokelness”, 
let us go back to its proper designators.

1 j. cieślikowski, Folklor dziecięcy, [w:] idem, Literatura i podkultura dziecięca, Wrocław 
1974, s. 72–119.
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at present, more and more often, one uses terms designating territorial 
difference, for example, one talks of village folklore, suburban folklore, one 
talks of occupational difference: sailor folklore, soldier folklore, thief folklore 
or school folklore. let us add to these distinctions a psychophysical difference: 
children’s folklore.

children’s folklore would then be a folklore not of a particular social group 
but of a particular age. each of us was as a matter of fact a child, yet every 
childhood is connected with specific adulthood, territorial, social, and pro-
fessional adulthood. children live and grow up in the country and in the city, 
in the Kurpie region and in the Upper Silesia, in peasant, working-class, mid-
dle-class, and intellectual environments. They grow up in a family of a farmer, 
miner, physician, a consumer cooperative Society’s worker or teacher. living 
in different adult structures, they adopt adult manners, habits and a language. 
Parents can come from different social backgrounds, and, most frequently, 
they have different professions. at last, not infrequently, there are grandpar-
ents in those families, peasant or half-peasant ones in intellectual families, 
preserving elements of their cultural difference. it is a well known fact, how-
ever, that children of a certain age are prone and open to the village exoticism, 
and that they can remain under a direct influence of grandparents. Families 
in turn live in spacious houses, and often in very spacious ones. already since 
their beginning of getting to know the world, children meet other children 
in a sandpit, at a nursery, in kindergartens, at summer camps, and, finally, at 
school and outside school in a large urban area. They form their own commu-
nity, to some extent independent from adults.

The index of children’s folklore is not different from the index of adult folk-
lore. it is mainly comprised of verbal forms as well as of visual and gesticulant 
ones. For instance, a nursery rhyme or a counting-out one would be a verbal 
form, a drawing in chalk on the asphalt would be a visual index, a skipping 
rope or hopscotch – a gesticulant index. The latter ones, the manual and kin-
aesthetic indexes, have undergone a complete atrophy in adult folklore.

We have used the term “form”, being methodologically conscious. We in-
clude in it both all verbal – thus articulated utterances (a song, a riddle, a fairy 
tale), and non-articulated utterances (magic formulae, exclamations) as well 
as inscripted, iconic, pantomimic, kinaesthetic, constructivist utterances and 
toys. We shall return to the subject later on.

Folklore is anynomous creation. everyone emphasises this feature, al-
though there existed differences in opinion on how to understand anonymity. 
The brothers Grimm considered folk poetry to be anonymous, collective, and 
of divine origin; ludwig joachim arnim, however, considered every piece to 
be a folk piece of whose authorship village people were unaware. even if we as-
sume that a given form had its collective or individual author some time ago, 
then, nevertheless, the fact is not important, because folk forms function as 
a common property passed on by a tradition from generation to generation. 
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They are natural for the psycho-physical nature of man, so they are forms of 
natural behaviour of man.

in the case of children’s folklore, one needs to talk about a collective author 
that is territorial, environmental, and professional groups. it is here that we 
find two authorial situations: the folklore created by adults for children, and 
the folklore created by children themselves. There is a third, indirect, situation 
inscribed between the two, when children take something from adult folklore 
and adapt it for themselves. The adaptation encompasses not only what is par 
excellence adult folklore, but it can also include anything created by adults: lin-
guistic forms of customs, culture, which does not have to be anonymous, but 
belongs to literature or art. “artistic” content and works, confirmed by a histor-
ic context or documented by a modern context, are taken by children without 
any consideration for the author; children do not know anything about him, 
they do not respect his rights, they use texts and distort them, abridge them, 
leave out parts of them, add new things. and in this way, they change every-
thing into anonymous folklore.

all these forms, used verbally or manually, remembered by children or just 
lodged in their consciousness, need to be classified according to their genesis 
and structure.

let us consider the first category for a start. creating certain works for chil-
dren, adults do that to entertain them first of all, less so to educate them or bring 
them up. entertaining has a more or less an ad hoc and practical nature. to “en-
tertain” then may mean to calm a crying baby down, but it can also mean to 
frighten a child who is “unruly” or “grumpy”, that is, generally speaking, disturb-
ing his or her adult surroundings. yet one can entertain a child in order to keep 
him occupied, so that he does not get bored; last but not least, entertaing a child 
may mean amusing oneself, amusing oneself in a justified way that does not vio-
late the seriousness of adulthood, amusing onself through inborn childishness 
or through recognitions which are a repetition and reconstruction of one’s own 
childhood. experiencing aesthetic emotions in turn as a result of contact with 
naïve and pure poetry of children’s creation is not just given to any adult.

When the working of folklore forms loses its ad hoc practical function, it 
becomes a sheer entertaining activity. and entertainment cannot have practical 
aims. at one time, most folklore forms addressed to children by adults was to 
educate them and bring them up. yet all those forms, regardless of aims, were 
characterised by illustrative values, metaphor, mental shortcuts as well as by 
the values of sound and dramatic expression. For example, a riddle is a simple 
structure of a mental game of values that teach one logical thinking, but at the 
same time it influences imagination by deceitfulness present in an image or 
metaphor.

let us now try to sort out children’s folklore. The first group, which we may 
call group A, shall comprise forms created by an anonymous and collective 
adult sender. in group B, there will be forms resulting from children’s adapta-
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tion of various elements of adult culture. Group C shall comprise forms created 
by children themselves.

Group A forms concern mainly the age of infancy or a very little child de-
pendent directly and continuously on a grown-up (rocking a child in a cradle, 
carrying him, swinging him, feeding him, leading him by the hand). out of the 
group A forms, one best recognizes lullabies which in the folklore studies have 
their own place and their description. yet lullabies are largely lyric songs of 
adults and only occasionally are transferred to a situation of sitting by a cradle 
and rocking a baby. lulling, rocking a baby, one can sing any song as long as 
it is a lulling one The lullabies of children’s folklore are those that have a form 
of a rhetorical oratory addressed to a child, or those that have a form of a dia-
logue with a child.

– Go to sleep, to sleep for me
or grow up for me,
i would be comfortable,
you would carry water,
you would sweep the floor,
you would braid your hair.
you would be my help.
and tend geese on a meadow.

 Until i grow up,
 i will not tend geese,
 Shall sit in the corner
 and play all day long.

a separation of a child from an adult, his growing emancipation cause a 
verbal contact with children and creativity of what adults think up for them to 
diminish. nowadays, children assume active roles; they receive or reject, re-
member or forget. Forms created for babies, various kinds of clapping, caress-
ing, playing with one’s fingers are now repeated by children themselves, and in 
the absence of parents younger siblings are amused by them

The group B texts are largely passed on by children among themselves, but 
they are also passed on by adults to children. in old country folklore, parts of 
rituals and customs in which children participated as bystanders were picked 
by them and incorporated into their play. many games were played by adults 
and children together, then only young people and children played them, and 
finally only children did. This rich and diverse group of motor activities ac-
companied by verbal texts was an object of a child’s active participation when 
it played not in the presence of adults but on a pasture, meadow, with oth-
er children. texts changed, interchanged, became contaminated, and certain 
structures fell apart.

We can observe similar transformations nowadays when not only games of 
old but also contemporary forms such as a historical or adventure film with a 
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hero, The Teutonic Knights, Zorro, literature, life, space trips – all that becomes 
a subject of adoration and fun adaptation. 

in group C, it is more difficult to talk of thinking up new texts, games, new 
folklore genres. it is rather a domain of expression and behaviour typical of 
a child’s age. counting-out rhymes will be the most complete forms and the 
most perfect ones literature-wise. yet in this group, it is difficult sometimes to 
separate what derives from groups A and B from an autonomous idea of chil-
dren. nursery rhymes and linguistic twists, whose charm rests on their langue 
automatique are more natural.

in every modernity there live four generations side by side. Great grand-
parents, grandparents, fathers, and grandchildren. a “great grandpa” or “great 
grandma|” is not convenient naming, and when great grandchildren are born, 
“great grandparents” usually just pass away. and yet being a great grandpar-
ent is not an unusual situation at present. The parents of children who are the 
kindergarten age in 1974 are now around 30 years old. They were born during 
the World War ii or around that time. Their parents are older than the war, 
and their parents in turn, that is, great grandparents of the youngest children 
were born at the turning of the 1880s and 1890s, so they are now between 80 
and 90 years old.

in the case of Poland, war turning points are clear-cut marks of generations, 
epochs, and social, mental, and cultural transformations. Great grandparents 
were born, and they lived their childhood and youth, dispersed in diasporas of 
the three partitions. The soldiers of the World War i belong to the generation, 
it is them who fought for freedom. The generation learned how to govern and 
learned their jobs already in their own country. The generation of grandpar-
ents, when they were more or less the age of their parents, entered the World 
War ii. They fought again, conspired, died, and finally those who survived 
took up the reconstruction and rebulding of the republic. Their children were 
born during the war, and started school after the war. Three generations of 
adults are three distinctly different populations, raised in three epochs, po-
litically, socially, and culturally much different. The generation of great grand-
parents is connected by its childhood not only with the political difference 
of the three partitions and with political homogeneity of thraldom, but it is a 
generation torn among several ethnic areas which, as in Kolberg’s time, pre-
served their folklore differences. The generation is most attached to the rustic 
folklore. There were few great grandparents whose life would not be more or 
less rustic. it does not matter whether it was rustic in the sense “peasant” rus-
ticity or “gentry” rusticity. cities at the turn of centuries, not to mention little 
towns, were open to anything what came from the country. For this genera-
tion, whose childhood coincides with the world premiere of  Wyspiański’s The 
Wedding, whose school years see the Green balloon cabaret, it was the country 
that was an object of the greatest fascination. The generation of great grand-
parents stored in their memory, in speech habits and working magic, the great-
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est number of relics of children’s folklore. We say “relics” since in its intellectual 
groups it was the first generation who treated folklore “critically”, treated it as 
a means of artistic stylization or as a secret psychogenic place of myths. The 
opinion about folklore of the generation’s intellectual part was not natural any 
more, but learned, and so, at the same time, it was selective, analytic as well as 
affected. For my grandmother, so for a great grandmother for today’s genera-
tion of children, children’s songs and rhyming songs, magic formulae, riddles 
and proverbs belonged to langue, whereas for her mother (my great grand-
mother) it already belonged to parole.

yet the generation of great grandfathers still alive today is actually devoid 
of any influence on the upringing of their great grandchildren. The only per-
sons left are grandparents who practically influence children. They still live an 
active life, they work, and are still an object of fascination for their grandchil-
dren. The World War ii veterans, grandfathers are presented as more attractive 
and younger in films, in the character of captain Kloss. Still walking examples 
of patriotism, the heroes of a great war adventure, at the same time they slowly 
yet inevitably become more and more anachronistic and begin to resemble 
museum pieces. They are exhibits that are alive. yet they fit in more with an 
army museum, whereas great grandfathers fit in with an ethnographic one. 
This is because great grandparents live in a museum of ethnographic memory. 
if they came from the country, which was most often the case, grandparents 
are less willing to emphasise their rusticity than their “militariness”. They are 
“little andies” from the Kielce region and although they are peasant in their 
social origin they belong to war folklore. nevertheless, it is just their memo-
ry that has stored most of what is rustic folklore. and as they still have good 
memory, they go two generations back, to the generation of their grandpar-
ents. Their grandparents, that is the great grandparents of the generation that 
starts school education in 1974, live in the memory of the grandparents and 
are thus present in the living memory. and they are the generation of orkan, 
żeromski, and Kasprowicz.

The may coup d’État and the childhood of today’s grandparents are con-
temporaneous. They probably read an issue of “literary news” of 1935 in 
which tuwim’s poems for children were printed. Their childhood is contem-
poraneous with the “qui pro quo” cabaret with tuwim’s and Hemar’s texts 
from whose poetics derive punning poems for children by jan brzechwa. The 
grandparents’ youth is contemporaneous with a rich growth of rustic folklore, 
a courtyard ballad-song, the colums of Wiech from targówek and radio dia-
logues of Szczepcio and tońcio from Kleparów.

Fathers of the youngest ones who as a generation just begin to be parents 
are the first generation brought up in socialist nurseries and kindergartens. 
They took part in games on great building sites or in the pampas of cities’ ru-
ins. They wore German helmets and made true “explosions”|. They were usu-
ally born in cities which demographically and morally corresponded to vil-
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lages. Grandparents moved house from villages to cities. on summer Sunday 
afternoons, they sat in front of tenement houses in Wrocław, they bred cows 
in cells in the courtyard, and rabbits on balconies. Their fathers, that is great 
grandfathers, uprooted from villages, felt alienated in cities until their death. 
Since the very start, they were strangers, unattractive for grandchildren, and 
even more so for great grandchildren. at this time, the input of fresh and direct 
children’s folklore was in fact stopped. in the early post-war years, the rustic 
folklore became a “relic of the feudal-capitalist epoch” or a matter of shame 
only to become after several years a subject of the first massive-scale adaptative 
attempts for workers’ club rooms, the radio, the theatre, and folk groups. The 
case of children’s folklore of the rustic origin was similar. only a real mother, 
grandmother or aunt, and not those ones on tV, could save children’s folklore, 
could save it and pass it on in a direct form.

The memory of living great grandparents encompasses one more genera-
tion further – it will be the generation of their grandparents born in the middle 
of the 18th century. in this way, in the consciousness of the four living genera-
tions there lives memory of 100 years – the memory of six generations. assum-
ing that the closer memory is to childhood the more faithful it is, one can trust 
the credibility of grandparents’ accounts when they concerned a Polish village’s 
customs of the end of the 19th century. Having four generations, we have for 
living childhoods out of which three are finished, and thus historically closed. 
The three childhoods would structure three formations: the rustic one, the rus-
tic-urban one, and the urban-rustic one. The childhood of the youngest ones, 
of great grandchildren, still open, remaining at the stage of taking place, will 
most likely create a formation much different from the previous ones.

The rustic providence of Polish children’s folklore is confirmed by all the 
documents of the 19th and of the beginning of the 20th centuries. many texts of 
formulae of children’s games, incantations, ditties written down by collectors 
of folklore, bear the traits of originality or regional difference proved by such 
comments as “i heard it in the region of Łomża”, “i took that down from chil-
dren in the country in Przasnyskie”, “this is how children sing in a village near-
by andrychów”2. Some of them then have their value of uniqueness, they are 
not encountered elsewhere, and they seem as to be known only in a given area, 
as if a text’s words and some kineasthetic configurations have been preserved 
exclusively in the area. They are regionalisms not translocated elsewhere, re-
maining, until the time of its natural death, a regionale specialité de la maison. 
This is what the folk collectors said, most often dwellers of old of those regions, 
people who were mostly old, “remembering vividly how children played at our 
place”. making conclusions about the originality of games and rhyming songs 
in a given area, or, in a wider context, the land as in the case of folk costumes 

2 These are texts from the letters of area correspondents, printed in “Wisła”, “lud” as well 
as in zWaK.
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and even adults’ songs is of course mistaken rather than possible. This is be-
cause, first, ethnographic records of “children’s folklore” were made sporadi-
cally and exceptionally, most often just supplementing the main activity: the 
recording of adult folklore; and second, the abundance of those records from 
certain areas  (as, for instance, from the ciechanów region sent by j. milewska, 
and from the dobrzyń region sent by a. Petrow)3, and many blank spaces on 
the whole map of Poland would misleadingly suggest some poverty of chil-
dren’s folklore of entire regions with its contrastive richness in others. and 
third – we consider it to be most important – text variants (sent to “Wisła”, 
for example, on the announcement of a survey in 1888) were regarded  as 
original and important, lexicographic, and occasionally functional, yet never 
structural.  Hence, for example, on the basis of the written documents, know-
ing a lot about children’s counting-out rhymes and concluding from that about 
their common occurrence and vitality in all regions, we cannot much deduce 
about which ones of them were sung and sung only, and which ones were 
“acted  out”, which ones were (when? and if?) stable components of kinaesthe-
tic games, and, finally, which ones were just for themselves, which ones played 
the role of a poetic word, and which ones the role of a magic one...

We will not be wrong if despite so selective and incomplete proofs, we shall 
claim that kinaesthetic and gestic games with songs and dialogues, that mi-
metic games alluding to rituals and work, that rhyming songs and sayings of 
essentially practical values, that those which are absurd and impractical, that 
pure nonsens – that all that was widely used by children throughout Poland, 
and that everywhere, in all its geographic and ethnic regions, these forms were 
the same in their invariant structures. and it may also be asserted – without 
touching on the question of the index and description of children’s folklore 
forms – that in the whole of rustic and rustic-urban Poland the same genres of 
children’s folklore were used.

it is not then in the regional diversity and originality in the ethnic sense 
that we need to seek the rusticity of children’s folklore of the first formation. 
also, it is not in the regional diversity in the geographic sense or even, to a less-
er degree, in a moral diversity connected with language and religion.

The fact of children playing on meadows and pastures or in a wood and 
on wetlands though is not unimportant. The structure of landscape influenc-
es the shaping of different forms of behaviour and having fun. it is also vital 
whether children belonged to a full-of-singing Ukrainian community or to a 
Silesian community the folklore of whose was stamped with mining activi-
ties of parents. yet although all these circumstances differentiated folklore, it 
is difficult to talk about autonomous regional differences in mid-19th century. 
and still a great number of records of children’s folklore comes from that time. 
How ever, we can justifyingly talk about common rusticity of children’s folklore 

3 j. milewska published “Wisła” and a. Petrow published zWaK.
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when we view it in terms of a place that a child had at work in a country com-
munity of adults.

as a matter of fact, a child in the country since early childhood, actually 
from the age of 3, was introduced to farm activities. children’s main activity 
was tending farm animals, the order of tending was hierarchical depending on 
an age, according to parents’ wealth and to what animals grazed and where. 
obviously, everyone tended animals in a piedmont village – children, adults 
and old people, whereas in a farm village tending animals was a marginal ac-
tivity among farm ones, given to half-productive members of a community, 
that is children and old people.

an insight into this order and a right to generalise are provided by an ex-
cellent document which is The life of Siercza shepherds by l. młynek, printed 
in “lud” in 1902. Siercza, a village located close to Wieliczka, so not in far pe-
ripheries, not isolated from social and cultural changes, shows many features of 
an old patriarchal order, if not typical of relations in the Polish country at the 
turn of the centuries, then common in the country of the earlier time. “Siercza 
sheperds” – młynek writes – “were spuds of local peasants”, “the future mem-
bers of a community”, who first began the “peasant’s job” with “a-tending” fowl, 
then cattle and horses, and afterwards they got promoted to farm-hands. Until 
5 years old, the bygone Siercza sheperds stayed “at home” under protection of 
the mother and home-dwellers. This was the time of “fooling around” which 
came after breast-feeding (“a year and six Sundays”), learning to crawl on all 
fours (“doggy-style”), biting coals by a stove (from 1 to 2 years), “walking around 
a pot” and “around the room”, “around the hallway”, and finally “out in a field” 
(from 1.5 to 3 years). at the age of 5, and sometimes earlier, the mother would 
tell a child to “look after hens”. at the ages of 6 and 7, “tending geese” began. 
This was accompanied by songs: “Hey, lala, hey! Geese to water go!”, “to a pond 
geese went and ate duckweed...”. next came tending pigs (“pig sheperds”, less 
frequently “calf sheperds” as calves were tended “close to home”). more or less at 
the age of 8, “off went” scuds to tend cows (“cow sheperds”). cows were tended 
on “fallow land”, on a “pasture”, on a “stubble field” and “on abutments”. at first, 
one tended “clipped|” cows (“linked with clips”) or roaming “freely”. everyone 
went to pastures in groups: boys, girls, the younger and older ones. They never 
sat idly on a pasture; they would “divert” cows, run, chase one another, crack the 
whip, whistle – on fingers, on a key, on a whistle. 

This is what we can say on the basis of młynek’s records. nonetheless, it is 
well known that tending animals was hierarchical, that there existed a division 
into advantages and privileges depending on a sheperd’s age and on who the 
sheperd was. out in a field, away from home, one tended geese, sheep, cows, 
and next when one was a farm-hand, one tended horses, even at night. in the 
suburbs, in little towns, on pastures and someone else’s abutments, one tended  
cows held on chains or lines, and one even tended goats. Goats in towns were 
tended mainly by jewish children but also by “christian” ones. The goats would 
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be led onto a field and attached to a pole: the end of a chain or line was fastened 
to a pole with a sharpened end stuck in the ground. Then a goat would roam 
within the length of the line until it ate out grass in the shape of a perfect circle. 
The fastened goat or cow would let one play freely. in the hierarchy of animals 
tended, goats were something inferior in the country. They were separately 
tended by the children of the poorest, separate from cows. We do not know 
Polish texts testifying to the hierarchy, yet a song of czech children gives us 
some insight into that:

Who tends cows, is praised by God;
who tends goats, the devil is after him;
who tends pigs, stands at the hell’s door;
who tends geese, must go to hell.

When children tended geese or cows in a group, on a pasture outside a vil-
lage, they were alone in their children’s community. just among themselves. it 
was not a very demanding activity, and when one was in a group and still had 
dogs to help, there was a lot of free time to have fun. it is this situation that we 
mentioned earlier, a folklore-forming situation for group C – of forms created 
by children themselves. in rural conditions, it was actually the only situation 
when children were among themselves for a long time. especially if tending 
animals took place every day, on a weekday and on a holiday, from early spring 
to late autumn.

The household activities of children, on a farm, were sporadic and inferior. 
They were done always under the control and in the felt presence of adults. 
and first of all, children were then alone, only sometimes accompanied by 
their siblings. most often, they were told to look after, amuse, and rock the 
youngest ones. besides tending animals, there were other occassions of com-
municating with one another: in winter, in the time free of tending animals, 
they played in the snow and on ice. yet let us remember that children in the 
country were poorly dressed , they frequently did not have any shoes or had 
just one pair shared by a few children. Throwing snowballs, skating on ice, 
were the activities of well-to-do, warmly dressed children. rustic folklore does 
not have its “winter” forms. in winter, one necessarily stayed at home. only in 
some periods, children took part in some rituals, at first with the rights of sen-
sitive observers, then as background participants, and finally as main actors – 
this was “walking with the star”, “with the horned beast”, “with the crib”, these 
were rustic “Herods”, and in early spring, around easter, this was “walking with 
the rooster”. in winter and early spring, children enjoyed some of those ludic 
customs whose texts, melodies, kinaesthetic configurations, props, costumes, 
and the whole sphere of cultural references deeply absorbed them.

The rusticity of those different ways of expression is obvious, even in those 
ones which flourished on the ground of school education (for example, “gre-
gorianki”, a schoold holiday commemorating St Gregory, the patron of ele-
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mentary schools) and had an urban character. by “urbanity”, we understand 
school as a folklore-forming environment, and school of a convent type, of a 
boarding school structure, and so – again, groups of boys living and staying 
together, a school where teaching is the first folklore-forming situation, and 
latin – the first magical language. if there were rural elementary schools, their 
folklore-forming role was insignificant. Urbanity or townhood which was a 
direct projection of the country was for country children a complete transfer 
and adaptation of rustic folklore which in a town’s circumstances was reduced 
to low-key dimensions of a yard instead of a pasture. The rest remained the 
same. also in a town, if one had shoes, one could slide on the gutter, behind 
a house, on a pond or a rivulet. one slided on soles or even better on “kopy-
cianka”, a piece of wood reinforced with a thick wire or wire rod, fastened to a 
shoe with a string.

in the country, besides tending animals, other occasions to spend time to-
gether were going to a wood to pick mushrooms, blueberries, and gather brush-
wood. yet this was already work, sometimes tedious work during which one did 
not have time for and did not feel like having fun. beyond a wood, there was still 
water, fishing in it, catching crayfish, bathing, and watering horses. on a country 
road, one could gather in a group, be together in a church, but here the supervi-
sion of adults was strict. There were still exceptional situations such as a fair in a 
village and a church fair in one’s own village or in a nearby one. This would be all. 
let us sum up: folklore-forming environments of children were the situations of 
their group togetherness. So, in the rural circumstances these were a pasture and 
meadow, and in the urban circumstances mainly school.

What shall we call children’s folklore? We are willing to include in the term 
all forms of childish expression, no matter if they are one’s own or taken from 
the outside, from adults, no matter whether they are spontaneous, original or 
mimetic. all forms, that is verbal ones but also kinaesthetic structures of chil-
dren’s games, material objects made by children: toys, cuto-uts, sticker books, 
drawings etc., as well as the ways in which children arrange objects made by 
others: playing cards as a building material for card houses. and then a chil-
dren’s custom shaped by and passed on in children environments as well as sug-
gested to children by adults in kindergarten, in school, in a theatre, at a cinema, 
at the zoo, on holiday, on various holidays, when children participate in those 
situations as well as outside them, when something experienced and observed 
becomes a material that inspires having fun, for example, playing “at the the-
atre” or theatralisation of fun, for instance, acting out contents of well known 
books in the style of acting observed at the theatre or cinema.

in a word, we shall call children’s folklore everything that is a subject of an 
activity and participation of children in the categories of activities not prac-
tised but belonging to fun ones.

yet the subject of our description and of our attempt at classification shall 
be only part of children’s folklore: its literary or paraliterary forms where a 
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word is the main material, and all other forms are either supplementary and 
subject to the word’s components or function in memory and consciousness 
so that their presence, closer or more distant, is a field of associations and a 
context for references

We have used the term “forms” of children’s folklore several times, so we 
wish to explain its meaning and range in greater detail.

We shall call “forms” the objects and works of children’s folklore. We want 
to analyse them in a broader context than that of just works. We most often 
connect works with aesthetic evaluations: we talk of a literary, musical, or ar-
tistic work. However, an aestheticity of a form is possible, yet not necessary. 
especially when it is not assumed a priori, in the very causative activity, ori-
ented towards artfulness. a form will be equally a song, a lullaby, a cut-out – 
thus the kinds whose creation is not indifferent to an aesthetic purpose, and 
also later on one can use aesthetic criteria for already complete forms as a 
right that they have. yet a form will also be a riddle or proverb as well as a pun 
or a game’s text and a game itself, a form will be each rhyming song or just 
two or three words which belong together and form not only a “rhyme” but 
harmonise in every other relation – a semantic, phonic, magic, irrational, and 
expressive one. applying an aesthetic criterion to that is also justified. next, 
forms will also be toys – and not only these that were made for children, but 
all things which for children play the function of toys; thus, for instance, a 
stone which, used for fun, begins to mean something, symbolises something; 
a feather may become a whole bird or can mean flying itself. every  “toy” made 
will of course be a form as well as every thing resulting from an impractical 
activity of a child itself, and even from a practical activity since in this liter-
ary way a child actually does not need to do anything practical. When it sits at 
a plate with pudding, stirs it with a spoon and takes pudding from one place 
and then from another, and pours raspberry or cherry juice into pudding 
cracks – then, into the very activity of eating, it introduces a not always pre-
meditated element of fun, which in turn may encompass everything, may be-
come the central activity, although eating (that is, a practical activity) will not 
be and will not have to be given up, the difference being that it will be put in 
the background. and a “giant”, “with his mouth open as large as a gate” shall 
swallow one by one pudding mountains and lands, and shall spoon raspberry 
rivers. For a rational and practically thinking observer, this fairy-tale Gargan-
tua simply is eating pudding, lingering and smearing his mouth and fingers 
with it, when in fact the eating of pudding was a form of children’s folklore 
evoked in the practical circumstances and ending with them. yet if someone 
wanted to consider that to be too contrived an example, let us use parallely 
an imperative-magic formula recorded by collective memory. Someone feed-
ing a child with a spoon, when the child was fussing, said: “There goes a wag-
on, there goes a wagon! a wagon full of hay, straight into a barn. open your 
mouth! Wide as it is raining!”. This is what they used to say, and now they 
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say: “open the garage, there comes a trabant!... Still wider!... now, a Star will 
drive in!”.

any verbal and gestic formulae of a quasi-practical sense, experienced in 
a similar way to an aesthetic experience, will be forms. These will be forms of 
behaviour such as: when one walks down the street, one should not step on 
cracks among paving tiles, or counting one’s steps, drawings in chalk, drawings 
painted on a wall, every meaningful inscription, no matter whether decent or 
“indecent”, done in any technique and with the use of any material.

They can also be called products, products of the imagination, ingenuity 
or a child’s expression. but it seems to us that a form contains less officiality 
than a product, it is less involved in conventionalised contexts of signification, 
and it sounds funnier and more awkward. a form is closer to a monster than 
a product is. and a form and monster in turn belong to the same imaginative 
family. just to add, there are more forms than monsters, they are more diverse 
and not all of them are scary.

Thus, for a start, the object of our description will be literary forms or, to 
avoid a too normative term, verbal forms. Foreign folklorists most often call 
these forms “rhymes” (in German: Reimen), including in the term counting-
out rhymes, magic formulae, aphorisms, short occasional poems and riddles, 
and sometimes verbal scores of kinaesthetic games. in his Games and fun of 
different classes4, Łukasz Gołębiowski devoted a chapter to “Songs by a cradle 
[...] and different types of games for children, thought out and suited for their 
age and height”. When they have these forms published, oskar Kolberg along 
with other folklorists never call them “rhymes”. The forms usually appear with 
such a commentary as “this is what children in the country play at” or “this is 
what children say” or “games and fun of the children in the town of... .” The 
writers also use such genre terms as a “game”, “fun”, “counting-out rhymes”, 
“riddle” or, more often, they use a name: “The Wolf and the geese”, “The Snail”, 
and so on. The term “rhyme” appears only when children’s forms become a 
subject of the first attempt at their systematisation. in our cultural territory, 
this has happened thanks to the works of the czech philologist i. Fejtalik and 
the russian folklorist a.n. afanasyev. 

Such first attempt at systematisation was a survey of Frantisek Krček pub-
lished in 1900 in “lud”. appealing to his readers, Krček asks them to send in 
(forms) according to the following groups of their classification:
 1. counting-out rhymes (Abzahlreimen).
 2. children’s rhyming songs concerning animals or plants.
 3. animals’ voices.
 4. The songs sung on the making of willow flutes (in German: Bastloser re ime ).

4 Ł. Gołębiowski, Gry i zabawy różnych stanów w całym kraju i niektórych prowincjach, 
Warszawa 1831. [Games and fun of different classes in the whole country or only in some 
provinces, Warsaw 1831.]
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 5. rhyming songs concerning rain, sunshine or sung without any pur-
pose.

 6. rhymes connected with amusing children, for example, with dandling.
 7. alliterations such as “don’t pepper the hog, Peter, with pepper...”.
 8. riddles often transitioning into word play.
 9. rhyming songs for some holidays.
 10. Games and fun.

Krček intended to write a study of games and playschemes of Polish chil-
dren that would help one to oust foreign elements adopted thoughtlessly from 
abroad and to popularise “our rustic games”. The study was never written 
though. and the only result of the useful initiative was the sending-in, incon-
spicuous though, of the area’s materials whose part was published in “lud”.

already in the history of the european study of folklore, in the reflection on 
children’s folklore, one encounters fascination with “children’s poetry”, and at 
the same time, one sees regret over the loss of old games and children’s songs. 
This is what alicja Gomme expresses; she studied games and playschemes of 
english children, although ms. Gomme’s regret results more from the views 
of a folklorist and aesthete. yet pedagogues for whom children’s folklore at 
the end of 19th century (especially games and playschemes) was a repertoire 
of forms most natural and appropriate for a child’s psyche and deserving be-
ing recorded, were of a different opinion. For them, the repertoire was fit for 
being transferred onto organised forms of children’s being together. That con-
nects with the Fröbel education, with the jordanowski gardens of games and 
playschemes, with recreational activities. in his Kinaesthetic games and fun of 
children and young adults published during the First World War, an excellent 
teacher, a theorist of physical education and ethnographer, eugeniusz Piasecki 
considers the recording and passing on of old games and playschemes to be a 
duty of patriotic upbringing, among other things.

However, the majority of interests and works of teachers and scholars writ-
ing about children’s folklore focuses either on the genesis and history of those 
forms, their history within cultural and social changes, or on their values or 
aesthetic qualities useful at present in primarily physical education. The inter-
ests concern first of all kinaesthetic and sport games and songs, the musical-
verbal motive of fun. The proposals of systematising just those forms at this 
angle were made.

The scheme of Krček, adopted by him from a. afanasyev, in my book Great 
fun was a scheme organising folklore forms and situations, and although i have 
made reservations that my description would not be a description of a peda-
gogue or folklorist, in fact Krečk’s classification was adopted there, its very pre-
sentation being just different. What inspired me was the principle of classifica-
tion according to a degree of a child’s participation as a subject or object in a 
folklore situation. Hence, the presentation started with group 6, with a baby’s 
situation, a baby being most often an object, an almost passive recipient, and 
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not creatively taking part in a folklore situation. in the diachronic speculative 
order of child development (from a lullaby sung for a baby to a counting-out 
rhyme, a form open to a child’s imagination), i was also inspired by a goal 
of possibly presenting a considerable repertoire of texts and their variants, of 
presenting them alongside their corresponding functional, sound, and lexical 
forms of children from other countries, of other languages, and even of other 
cultures, and, finally, of giving a general idea, by evoking and presenting de-
tailed claims of ethnographs and folklorists on children’s games (of taylor, for 
example, or of Piasecki, in Poland), of antiquity and of a status of those fre-
quently neglected things in the history of human culture. at present, we are 
not inspired by any of these goals. We place a maximum complete collection of 
folklore forms of Polish children in The Anthology of children’s folklore, and we 
do not feel prepared for genetic studies on our own.

at first, let us establish structural, invariant features of children’s folklore. 
These are its existence in memory (recollection), occasionality, its existence in 
practicing it, its openness and syncretism.

recollection: the sender and recipient of folklore at large, and especially 
of children’s folklore, are illiterate. in this case, a text is transmitted aloud and 
with the use of images, with the help of verbal language as well as the lan-
guage of gestures. Forms are natural and simple or at least their majority is 
such. Forms of rustic folklore are especially natural, they are natural and easy 
to remember at once on the occasion of the first contact with them, during a 
passive and active response to them, that is, during an entrance into a folklore 
situation. a verbal form is most frequently rhymed. rhymes are close to each 
other, they are put in significant words, and often a several-verse counting-out 
rhyme is built on one rhyme. a rhyme is catchy, quoting a whole text on the 
basis of remembering its rhymes alone is not difficult. Pairs, groups of rhyming 
words evoke the rest of the text, which can be just inconsiderable:

there comes a crayfish a kitten sits on the fence
what a poor dish and it blinks

a curlew bird lays eggs
it has short legs
there comes a lapwing
and drinks them all, ding ding.

When one remembers and has two rhymes at hand: kitten – mitten, lap-
wing – spring, and when both of these rhymes belong to the category of rustic 
naturalness (“things” are from the country and their rhyme-forming qualities 
have been used several times in this circle) – then putting anything between 
them is quite a challenge. What is in between rhymes may be short. and this 
is most frequently the case of children’s rhyming songs! Where rhymes fall 
on first names, the content between them is an acitivity expressed briefly: “he 
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crawled”, “he walks”, “she drank...”. rhymes, rhyming words have a plot-form-
ing potential. a verb rhyme: jumps – pumps – dumps etc. triggers a chain 
of dramatic events. This can be seen in a so called chain fable of the type: 
“Grandma had a mottled hen and she laid a mottled egg for her. There ran a 
little mouse and broke the egg with its tail. The mouse jumps, the hen cackles, 
grandma cries. There comes grandpa and asks: – Why are you crying, grand-
ma? and grandma replies: – i had a mottled hen, she laid a mottled hen for 
me” [...] etc. in this rhythmic-prose fable, being a repertoire of the events that 
already took place, the refrain element is rhymed in this way. it is this element 
that is a strong centre in the fable, most easily and best remembered, resilient 
to the erosion of forgetting. in this rest, individual elements can be twisted, 
and it is possible to leave out some words or to replace them with others. The 
cluster of rhymes, however, remains unchanged. The plot-forming potential of 
rhymes falling on first names provokes one to create concise rhyming songs, 
in the form of an appeal, aphorism, proverb or nickname. This is best seen in 
rhymes to first names: “johnny – doney; jack – stack”. in the brackets, between 
the signified and signifying, one can still write an extension:

johhny – stole from his mom – a doney

or:

johhny – stole from his mom – a doney,
his mom was chasing him,
and struck him on his limb.

The second dramatic distich, built around a verb-inflection rhyme goes be-
yond a nickname, and urges one to think about a “fairy tale”. yet the memo-
ry of close rhymes (remaining in a natural relationship with each other, such 
as “kitten – mitten”) evokes lapidary rhyming songs of short verses. Here, a 
rhyme chases another rhyme. The speaker either wants to say a few or a series 
of (ready to be used, classic) rhyming words as quickly as possible – so he fills 
the space between them with a content of any kind – or he rhymes automati-
cally: kitten – mitten – smitten; lapwing – ding – sing – ling. However, only 
the construction of a rhyming song is made deliberately. a new rhyme either 
is adjacent in the form of an epithet: “a mitten kitten was deeply smitten”, or it 
develops it into a new situation: “a mitten kitten was deeply smitten and cried 
a lot when he was bitten”. it is easier to think about a logical motivation when 
“smitten” follows “kitten”, but it is more difficult to think this way when “brit-
ain” follows “kitten”. yet the second, more difficult situation is the most fre-
quent condition of creating absurd rhyming songs.

rhymed forms are the easiest to memorise. as we have said, rhymes closely 
following each other have tendencies for playing the role of imperatives, fre-
quently incantatory ones, of aphorisms and appeals. in the big city, big industry 
culture, advertising slogans oriented on being lodged in the subconscious from 
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where they could be automatically evoked in a situation of making a shopping 
decision or of another type of behaviour are their structural continuation. but 
in an advertising slogan, formulated in a lapidary way, verbal, strengthened by 
an image at the same time, by light, by sound – we encountered rhymes less fre-
quently. in the pre-war “radion washes itself ”; “sugar strenghtens you”, in, for 
instance, a post-war “walking with orso” - the former two slogans had a logi-
cal rhyme, the latter one – a pictorial rhyme. yet ludic, mass, and thus, in a way, 
non-conformist imagination of a tendency for aping – these are just the charac-
teristics of a child’s attitude – added a telling distich:

sugar strenghtens you – 
vodka even more.

remembering forms which are not rhymes, but texts of a dramatic picture, 
looks different. Here, a kinesthaetic situation, the coupling of words with a 
gesture and a dialogue construction – most often of a question and answer – 
are the first condition of their acoustic, visual, and manual-gestic memory. a 
“mother”, “a goose”, protects its gaggle, goslings hiding behing it one by one. 
There stands a “wolf ” in front of the “goose”, and pokes with a stick in the sand, 
its head lowered. The “goose” and the “wolf ” converse:

– What is this little hole for?
– to make a fire.
– and the fire?
– to boil water.
– and the water?
– to wash up.
– and the dishes?
– to cut goslings up.
– and where do you have them?
– Up your belt! 

Further questions, and there can be more of them, lead to a “dramatic” an-
swer and to a clou of “game” playschemes: the “wolf ” attacks, the “goose” pro-
tects the gaggle. both elements: the question and the “last” answer as well as 
the attack and defense – the central part of the form are committed to memory 
most easily and most distinctly. There remains though the memory of structure: 
further questions limit the scope. The same structure functions in The Little Red 
Riding Hood where the little riding Hood asks the wolf who has already swal-
lowed up Grandma, has put on her cap and lies in bed: “ – Why do you have 
such large eyes, Grandma? – So that i can see you better. – and why do you 
have so big ears?” and next, she asks the wolf about his teeth or mouth... and 
then the wolf lashes out and swallows up the little riding Hood.

texts sung in a kinaesthetic game, of the kind of “little, little mary, kneel 
down, kneel down!...” or “down your hole, down your hole, little mouse!...”, are 
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easily remembered mainly thanks to a melody. The same applies to all songs. 
yet these forms are additionally strenghtened by the memory of movements 
and the rhythm. Similarly, songs that are a sung dialogue, not only in the sense 
of words but also as a dialogue of gestures, like dancing, for example, “old 
Father Virgil was teaching his children...” or “little rose stands in her red 
wreath... .”

in all those forms, longer or shorter ones, which are rhyming songs, songs, 
sung dramatic dialogues, dances or kinaesthetic games, a rhyme, the rhythm, 
melody are indicators of the foreground, guaranteeing their quick memorisa-
tion and their long-term storing in memory, and the evoking of words, of ver-
bal texts take place by remembering a particular choreography. choreography 
though is not a stable and permament text components. a game (understood 
as a specific choreography) with a “given” text does not constitute a rhyme, or 
a rhyming structure, that is, a whole mechanically held together. a survey of 
the history of games and playschemes shows how different texts at different 
times linked themselves with different games; it shows how texts separated 
themselves from specific games, how they connected with other games or 
how they completely emancipated themselves from kinaesthetic structures, 
becoming a pure song, or, reveserdly – how games were becoming autono-
mous games, preserving only a verbal relic, or even entirely abandoning it.

For example, popular in the second half of the 19th century and the first 
half of the 20th century, a multi-verse song about a granny, who had a very 
wanton goat or, similarly, a rich song about a black ram – were previously 
coupled with kinaesthetic games. The first one, which is indicated by its his-
tory – was coupled with a ritual-magical dance, and the second one – as is 
indicated by its dialogue structure and its lexis full of onomatopeias – was an 
accompaniment of a comic “ram” dance. in the oldest records, they are rec-
ognised as songs. as a matter of fact, the song about a goat could be and was 
a scenario for a kinesthaetic game or for a short dramatic illustration, but 
such a mode of its being already transcends folklore. W. Łęga5 writes about 
the game of “black ram” and says that still in the 20th century children in 
Pomerania, near Świeć, played it. The game is also recorded by W.G. bojko 
in Ukraine. yet in both cases, although children sang a familiar song or its 
parallel variant on “Seweryś”, they sang it in the course of the game limited to 
a situation where the “ram” tried to ram the circle or a file. There is no cho-
reographic arrangement in this behaviour, yet there is a strong game arrange-
ment: breaking the circle or file, an escape, a chase, , catching and a reversal 
of roles. it is an arrangement which in time has completely emancipated itself 
from verbal stage directions.

These are typical examples, though not the only ones. at the same time, it is 
only natural, not learned, that people hold hands, move in circles, jump, sing, 

5 W. Łęga, Okolice Świecia [The surroundings of Świeć], Gdańsk 1963.
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and clap their hands, expressing their joy. independently of its ritual-magical 
or choreographic-artistic functions, a chanting procession is a natural expres-
sion of emotions, especially of joyous emotions. in children, moreover, this is 
linked with a natural need of movement. a broad gesture, a chess-knight one, 
is the first and most spontaneous manifestation. only then, as if in the back-
ground, do follow shouts, laughter, and a subdued gesture. and still later on 
– articulated forms. a gesture in the form a group dance, a dance with a song 
is already a conventionalised manifestation. in the foklore of children of the 
whole world, a circle is such a first, earliest form. a moving circle and a sung 
song, which talks about the moving around:

a millwheel
for four Guldens, good deal
the wheel has broken
and we all – fell down!

The variant is of the Galician provenance. Sung with the relic – “Guldens” – 
still by children of the interwar period. The relic which entirely lost its signifi-
cance. also, a “millwheel” became another relic, though slightly later. another 
variant of the song lasted longer:

an angular circle
a four-angle one...

This circle, in its awkward angularity, was a negation of itself, and it thus 
boded a catastrophe. Pedagogues were offended by the nonsense. Still at the 
beginning of the 20th century, the angular circle song was not included in a 
selection of songs for children’s games, because it was “rubbish”. and in the 
popularisation of texts of children’s folklore, there were frequently conflicts 
between adults and children. The applied pedagogy was for long an activity of 
strict and very serious persons, with no sense of humour, and demanding of 
themselves and of others. So with moral strictness one could not hope for un-
derstanding the absurd and nonsense. The applied pedagogy in fosterages and 
schools run by religious orders was quite serious in its recommending texts 
and kinds of games. it can be seen in such publishing houses, for instance, as 
Księgarnia Św. Wojciecha in Poznań. in literature for children in the inter-
war period though strictness and treating all appeals and bans seriously and 
fundamentally was already generally questioned. However, noble, as was said 
of pedagogues and authors, and middle-class julian ejsmond questioned the 
Puritan and somehow cruel expression “don’t spoil! be a good boy!...” in the 
form of a childish paraphrase: “i will never misbehave again! just one more 
time...” 6.

6 j. ejsmond, Patrząc na moich synków. Dziecięcy światek, Warszawa 1931 [Looking at my 
little sons. A childish world, Warsaw, 1931].
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at the beginning of the 20th century, another model of fun, of spontaneous 
fun, was proposed, a model open to childish inventiveness and to rural folk-
lore, in which impossibilium of the angular circle became a defining sign and 
a motto. 

a circle7 is the first and the most long-lasting structure of fun. just the cir-
cle formed by those holding hands is a universal model of fun: when everyone 
keeps revolving until they are out of breath – and then the circle breaks up 
only to end with a great bump, or when the circle is open to receive still one 
more person to dance or exclude someone from dancing, then it may have ad-
ditional functions: it does not allow one entry from the outside or it makes 
going outside impossible, or it can protect someone inside it against someone 
outside it (the cat and mouse game). a circle can be a symbol of friendship and 
solidarity, which can be seen in a popular song:

as we are gathered together,
let us play merrily, let us play merrily!
let us hold hands,
let us dance in a circle,
let us dance in a circle. 

This childish song, taken with a little grain of salt, was a certain motif of fun 
also for young adults. and yet this circle, which in children’s play is only funny 
or mirthful, has its darker, ambivalent side. We can find the motif of an invita-
tion to a circle also in the dance of death. a children’s game of a “black being” 
or “black man”, a “nigger” or “chimney sweeper” has its probable and very dis-
tant relationship. it leads to “black death” which decimated Western europe 
in the 14th century. in his Basler Todtentanz published in 1612, merians Stiche 
puts such words in death’s mouth:

Was wölln wir fűr ein tänzle haben,
den bettler oder Schartzen Knaben? 

and in a medieval painting depicting the dance of death, in which ac-
cording to the then didactic convention ribbons of words coming out of fig-
ures’ mouths were painted, a child invited by death to dance, complains to his 
mother:

owê, liebe muoter min!
ein schwrazer man ziuht mich dâ hin,
wie wiltu mich alsô verlan?
muoz ich tanzen, und kan ich gan. 

7 m. janion, Wiersze sieroce Teofila Lenartowicza, “Pamiętnik literacki”, r. lXiii: 1972, z. 4. 
[The orphan poems by Lenartowicz, “literary memoir”, r. lXiii: 1972, vol. 4) points to 
extensive literature on the chain of associations: an apple – a sphere – a circle.]
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many literary and iconic documents much regularly show the constructed 
circle of the dance of death. regularly and, one would like to say, ritually. This 
ambivalent motif will return, on different rights, in young Poland: in “once, 
around!” in Wyspiański’s The Wedding, in Vicious Circle (jacek malczewski’s 
painting), a mad, swirling dance. ignoring their symbolic sense, insignificant 
for our reflections – let us look at a magical side deriving its identity from an 
enchanted circle, for example, The Enchanted Circle by lucjan rydel. at this 
side of the enchanted circle, there are fairy tales about dwarfs dancing at the 
summerr solstice in wood clearings. The motif was also included by Konopnic-
ka in her fairy tale. a circle treated dichotomously is based on two mythologi-
cal orders: “The absorption by mythology of the natural cycle provides myth 
with two basic structures: an ascending movement which we find in myths 
about spring or a sunrise, about a birth, a wedding or resurrection, and an de-
scending movement of myths about death, metamorphosis or a “sacrifice”8. We 
can frequently see a reflection of that in poems for children (in Konopnicka, 
among others) and in pictures: children adorned with flowers, dancing on a 
meadow. Still in the 19th and at the beginning of the 20th centuries, the cus-
tom of walking around a village with a “maypole” with an “animal figure” was 
popular in the countryside. Wherever the consciousness of the ritual was pre-
served, a walking group brought good news. mircea eliade writes that “this 
group sees spring, brings it to a village, shows it to others, wakes it up with 
songs, dances, and a ritual”9. contemporarily, only children sensed that and 
instictively stimulated that with dances:

there stands little rose wearing a green wreath,
we bow to her as if she was a princess.

Frequently in a direct way, fun built on the structure of a circle also derives 
from farming rituals; one such childish refelction is a game of “an old woman 
was sowing poppy-seeds...” (or linen-seeds). and where a circle is an order of 
a physical rather than magical closure – the game of a circle tells a “hunting” 
story.

a kinaesthetic game – an arrangement of gestures and figures and a sung 
text (a song, incantation) – are structures joined together for good. We have 
already mentioned that. However, those which are sung in the course of play-
ing the game “of a circle”, have this circle inscribed not only a circling melody, 
in a verse and chorus structure, but also in a song’s plot:

a bird flies around a street 
it seeks wheat seeds 

8 n. Frye, Mit, fikcja i przemieszczenie, “Pamiętnik literacki”, r. lX: 1969, z. 2. s. 307. 
[Myth, Fiction, and Displacement, “literary memoir”, r. lX: 1969, vol. 2, p. 297.]

9 m. eliade, Traktat o historii religii, Warszawa 1966, s. 307. [A History of Religious Ideas, 
Warsaw 1966, p. 307.]
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and i am standing in a circle
and am choosing who i wish.

i have got a handkerchief,
have got a silk one,
all the four corners,
whom i love, whom i like
i’ll drop it at his feet.. 

We played at little hemp, an old bear is asleep.
but the sheaves were too damp. We walk around him with caution,
So few of us, so few, because we are afraid of him,
so join us Hanna, join us. When he wakes up, he will eat us up.

These are the last songs, besides “rose” and “Ulijanka”, that one can still 
hear here and there. but by forming a circle, one can actually sing every song. 
as has been said, a circle may also be a stage for a kinaesthetic drama, as is 
the case of the “cat and mouse” game or of “the fox walks around the road”. it 
can also be a drama based on a dialogue between a achosen person inside it 
and the rest of the circle – as is the case in: “my Ulijanka, kneel for me... “ or 
“old Father Virgil was teaching his children...”. a game – a dialogue consists 
in miming gestures. it is an order: a master and his student – a model and the 
one who imitates it – directly, seriously and by a reversal, by aping. The imi-
tating in a game usually transforms itself into aping. and ridiculing, a demy-
thologisation of a teacher – it is a natural and spontaneous trend of children’s 
folklore, remaining in opposition to “polite” tendencies based on authority and 
postulated by adult pedagogues. a parody of a teacher, a parody of serious ac-
tivities – it is a simple activity in a game. For example, this can be seen in the 
“blindman’s bluff ”, a game of a very far provenance and of different variants of 
texts and kinaethetic arrangements. let us add that also this game includes the 
element of the circle, and thus, of a dance... buts main part actually is based 
on the circle’s break-up. The “blindman’s bluff ” has its many variants of its 
name itself. ancient Greeks called it chalke myia (a bronze fly), the Germans – 
the “blind mosquito” (blinde Mücke), but also the “blind cow”. besides the 
“blind grandmother”, Łukasz Gołębiowski gives the names of “zmrużyk” (the 
“squinting eye”) and “mżyk” (“squinted”), but the “blindman’s bluff ”, which in 
the 19th was still an interchangeable name with the “blind grandmother”, and 
which was characterised by the fact that not she was blindfolded, but her hands 
were tied. The oldest Polish records of the game date back to the beginnings 
of the 17th century; its popularity must have been considerable, because in the 
18th century already, in “The Monitor”, we find a record given as a proverb or 
aphorism. in the 19th century not only children played at it, but also the youth. 
aleksander Fredro recollects in his “jibber-jabber”: “i was more better at the 
blindman’s bluff than at grammar in the past”.
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This game – as the earliest records show – had earlier on a considerable 
dialogue text. We can find its variants in folklore records as “rustic games”, but 
also we can find them among the proverbs in adalberg’s “The tome”:

– Grandmother, they are ringing for mass!
– i can’t hear you...
– Grandmother, they are tolling!
– and where are my clogs?...,

which bystroń adequately identifies rather as anecdotes. We can add the one 
above to humoristic dialogues of such a kind as: “bartosz, what are you carry-
ing in the basket?” or “The conversations of the deaf ” – which Krzyżanowski 
in his systematisation of The Polish folk tale includes in fairy tales. The dialogue 
in the “blindman’s bluff ” was either an introduction to a kinaesthetic game or 
a song sung during the game. a dialogue, whose all folk variants are either “in-
decent” or offensive, constitutes an example of a calling-names rhyming song. 
it is a very classical structure when opponents throw insults at one another, get 
excited, fuelling their mutual antipathy, before they engage in a fight. This be-
longed in the combat ritual: let us bring to mind homeric heroes and what Gal 
anonim wrote about bolesław chrobry. all that belongs to children’s “com-
bat” ritual. children’s literature would take up the motif of the calling-names 
rhyming (see: W żukrowski, The Abduction in Tiutiurlistan). calling names 
was strongest when it targeted authorities. because of the blindman’s bluff the 
authority of a family member was devalued: 

an old woman was swinging an old man  some time ago 
all day long like a good hen an old woman fell into a brine

or:

an old woman was swinging a grandson an old man sewed slippers for an old woman
he was grabbed by a bitch and taken they pinched, so he cut off her toes 
through the window 

These examples are derisory in a similar way as in the blindman’s bluff. 
but they could be cruel earlier on. already, a nineteenth-century granny who 
turns out a little buck is only funny. yet, when we look at some older records, 
the granny from the same song is an old bag, a hag who is chums with the 
devil. Granny Shrew or Granny besom in a children’s fairy tale from the 19th 

century distinctly separated itself from a “hen” and “granny”. The latter one, 
by the added diminutive form, acquired some appeal, if not authority. We can 
find it with the form alongside a “dappled youn hen” and in the 19th-century 
works for children. However, the invectives from the 19th-century dialogues 
were invectives hurled at authority, at some behaviour; at the hypocrisy of the 
granny-bigot, at her gluttony (“We lead the beldame around the filed, she has 
gobbled up corncokle”). it can be seen again here how folk texts, learned by 
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pedagogues, not only eliminate the obscene, but also reduce the “beldame” to 
a concept of a playful figure, not being a person anymore. in jachowicz, chil-
dren sing:

a circle, revolve, a circle, revolve!
and you, beldame, blindfold your eyes.

to which the “beldame” replied:

clap,clap, clap,
the brightness in my eyes is gone!
How to catch anyone?
my eyes won’t help me... 

The tendency to bring back the structure of the circle to the game can be 
seen here. crossed with the folk ones, literary attempts at making the “bel-
dame” anonymous have led to a situation where the beldame – the grandfa-
ther, the aunt – the uncle have become comic pairs, figures of a masquerade, 
cabaret songs or literary fairy tales for children. 

let us return to the game-play called the “blindman’s bluff ”, which in its 
oldest variants was a game of a rich verbal text, constituting an overture to 
the game proper. in its dialogue, two elements have been exposed, the above 
mentioned verbal battle and the incoded game scenario: the “blindman” 
played by the bedlame was asked which she preferred: “clapping”, “silence” 
or “pushing”. depending on what she chose, running children either clapped 
their hands, tiptoed silently around her or pushed her. already in the play-
ing of the youth, when young aleksander Fredro played at it, no words were 
spoken, but there was catching instead: “i will hold some chinese girl in my 
arms, some muslin – i will catch her and hug her – the weaker she is, the 
stronger i will hug her”.

The pedagogues of the 19th century give back to the game, reduced to its 
kinasethetic core, its words. They do not reach out to rustic, “coarse” ones, 
which, incidentally, as can be seen, have found refuge among proverbs and 
anecdotes, but write new words:

old, blind, a beldame walks in the dark,
she looks for a good child, who will set her free,
come closer, beldame, we ask you kindly,
touch someone and guess who he is, and 
we soon let you go. 

There is insribed in the text a game scenario, advising recognition by a 
touch. and though the record is taken form Koberg, its “city” (and thus, artifi-
cial, maybe nursery-like) provenance is obvious. in the 20th century, we do not 
find new texts, and encounter the game reduced again to a kinaesthetic sub-
stratum. The text itself, which was not a song and did not have a melody, has 
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broken into separate words and epithets. nonetheless, the game, like playing 
tag, has survived as a result of the break-up of the circle. like a song sung about 
the “black ram” or a about the “buck”, with a tendency to extend itself by new 
verses, the game became a pure song in time.

Here is another set of games: between an adult and a baby. Here the mate-
rial of fun is the body. it is the material and space. These are games whose kin-
aesthetic nature is limited by physiological causes, since they are games with a 
baby or a small child from 2 to 3 years old. The smaller it is, the less indepen-
dent it is, dependent on the one who plays with it, and not playing on its own, 
and games, their texts and functions are more oriented towards a learning and 
teaching activity.

The hands are the first limbs which the child moves empirically. it can raise 
them, move them away from itself and take a look at them. it can move its fin-
gers. The fingers move independently of the whole palm. First, they are moved 
altogether, and then separately. lying, raising its hand to the eye level, moving 
its fingers, the child enters a world situated outside it, it does something on its 
own and acquires some awareness of the activity. The child initiates its first and 
own folklore form: a first theatre in which, around a circular stage, the palm, 
five protagonists lean. it is no wonder that the first fun entrances of adults into 
children take place in this manual channel. a game in which an adult intro-
duces the first protagonist from outside (a “little hen” or “magpie”) and makes 
him do the first activity originating from the set of closest activities (a “mag-
pie” [a little hen] was cooking millet”) leads to the enlivenement of the the-
atre of the five fingers. This first animalisation is not yet the individualisation 
of protagonists according to their names, but according to what each of them 
gets and to what he is given it. “She gave this one in a saucepan, this one in a 
bowl...” only one of them, the last one, and strangely, the smallest one, is dis-
tinguished. This is because he not only did not get anything, but also his head 
was broken off by the “magpie”, which fled. it fled to a sensitive spot: under the 
child’s arm or under its chin. it tickles the child there in order to make it laugh. 
This is the first catharis after the first tragedy with a catastrophic end.

another game, let us identify it mark it with the letter B talks about “Wad-
dly-kiddles” who was drinking milk. She drank all of it and left nothing for 
me – the storyteller. So she was punished. The punishment is received by the 
child whose cheek is carressed during the game and who now is slapped. 

in game C – a “crayfish”, “grasshopper”, “little mouse” or something simi-
lar walks... This is shown with fingers, which walk along the plam or along the 
child’s arm. it walks and pinches...

in game D – the child’s hands, if they are still too small, then they are 
strenghtened by the prosthesis of the adult’s hand, can be used for clapping. 
This is the first rhythmic configuration, which is accompanied by a song based 
on the “we’ll go” motif. We will go to mom, dad, grandma, aunt... and everyone 
will give us something or we shall see something at everyone’s.
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another game (E) is a journey around the child’s body with the naming of 
the places of this first area. The naming has a symbolical character: either orig-
inating from a function – “here is a seeing spot... here is a talking point... here 
is a shooting point... here is a water point”, and then the naming has a learn-
ing aspect or it can a metonymic naming – a “thick wood, an empty field, two 
lamposts, one bell, two walls, two strings of fishbones, the host is taking a bath” 
(hair, the forehead, the eyes, the nose, the cheeks, the teeth, the tongue) or a 
“wood, a field, two sables, two little windows, a mountain, a hole, and in the 
hole there lives mr bul-bul”. The configurations have fairy-tale-telling aspect. 
The counting-out rhyme ends with a dramatised situation: the “language” has 
become animalised, personified, and, moreover, it is named after the acitivity 
done. another variant of the game, already by the naming of props, creates a 
dramatic situation:

here is candle, and there is a candle,
here is a church, and there is a chapel,
here is a bell, and there is a belfry

and the finger moves around the face a few times:

an old man goes to the belfry,
and pulls on a rope
[one pulls on the child’s nose]
ding dong, ding dong, ding dong.

This type of narration triggers not only events immamently closed in in a 
fairy tale, but transports the child itself (its body), as was the case of the “mag-
pies”, to the event.

These five games with the baby will serve us to build a model of this game. 
in all the cases, we encounter the establishing of a physical contact with the 
child. an adult touches the child’s open hand, then the cushions of its fingers; 
he does a “flight” with a raised hand, with fingers brought together to form a 
“pinch” and returns with this “flight” to the child, ticliking it (A). or he touches 
the eyes, nose, cheeks of the child with his fingers: he touches them, presses 
them, pulls on them (E). or he imitates walking with his fingers, and then 
pinching (C). or, finally, he provokes the child to clap (D). in all the situations 
of playing, touching, caressing, pimching... simply, an activity (acting) is the 
first, main, and unchangeable element. When the activity is touching – point-
ing out becomes naming. touch (A, B, E) and imitating movement (C) pre-
cede a word, naming with a word. a word opens up a substratum of a plot. The 
plot, in turn, engenders a situation in which the adult returns to the child by a 
new contact with its body, this time, a dramatic and enclosed with a fairy tale’s 
semantics one. The escape and hiding of the “magpie” have their response in 
laughter caused by tickling, similarly to the “crayfish”, to “Waddly-kiddles”. The 
pantomime activity receives a verbal narrative, which in the form of dramatic 
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expression gives it a sense of a return to the child’s body. The protagonists of 
the “fairy tale” change (the “magpie”, “little hen”, “crayfish”, “grasshopper”), the 
activity though is invariant. only in game D, the coupling of the activity (clap-
ping) with singing, with a song, is loose and the activity is not “reciprocal”, it 
does not return in the form of a “physical sign”. This game i smore “mature”, 
it presents a loose connection between the kinaesthetic configuration and the 
verbal text. a song can be sung independently of clapping. yet it is connected 
with clapping by an incantatory phrase: “the itsy bitsy spider crawled up”. The 
song evokes clapping, clapping evokes the song. moreover, protagonists, des-
tinations can be enumerated. The activity is unchangeable: “crawled up”. The 
“crawled up”, which is invariable, was a basis for another type of metonymy: 
instead of clapping, one could rock a child in one’s arms, singing a song, or toss 
it on one’s knee. in the case of the latter, the movement imitating a ride adhered 
to the text even more closely.

a partner of the game with the baby – a substitute for caress – was most fre-
quently a woman – a mother or grandmother. The baby is just a child – it does 
not have a sex. rocking on a knee – a metonymy of riding a horse – is already 
a man’s game with a son or a grandson.

ScHeme oF commUnication oF FormS 
(adUlt’S GameS WitH cHild) 

child’s 
body

 
 

caressing B

touching, A

imitating  
movement,  C 
e.g.  ‘crayfish’,

clapping, D

tossing  
on the knee

 
 naming,  

fictionalizing

 
 

‘spanklng’

tickling,

 
pinching, 

clapping,

‘riding a horse’

 
 child’s 

body

The first three situations are “engendered” from a gesture (a sign) trans-
ferred onto a passive body of the child. Then, as a result of the naming and fic-
tionalistion the gesture acquires significance and create an unexpected effect – 
for example, the child’s laughter. The next two situations: the child’s hands or 
the whole body are actively included in the establishmnt of the sign, and, in 
turn, in its semantic dramatisation.

a “horse” in children’s folklore, especially when one remembers about its 
rusticity, was someone very close. more than any other animal – since the 
“horse” was giving the biggest possibility. let us make a comment here on the 
subject of the way of existence of the “horse” as a complex form and therefore 
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an exemplary one for other “animal” forms. The horse may be a perceived 
object, which quite early on and independently of other channels of informa-
tion the child itself will notice and include in the class of horses. The horse 
can only be said, can be a short, one-syllable sound; it can be written, drawn. 
The “horse” can be acted out without leaving one’s place, can be acted out 
clicking one’s tongue, by a rthythmic beating with a hand, a foot or anything 
else that imitates its clopping; it can be “acted out” with one’s voice, imitat-
ing its neighing, snorting, it can be acted out with one’s body. The “horse” 
can be “signified” as a walking stick, osier, stick, and any other toy, includ-
ing the one imitating the horse. When a father sat his child on his knees and 
tossing it, he called: “clip clop, clip clop!” – the knee was not the horse. but 
swinging, tossing is already the “horse” or “horse riding”. much as “pecking” 
with one’s finger on the palm and “flying away” were the “magpie” or “little 
hen”, as carressing the cheek was the “cat”, and walking with ones fingers was

The manner strated and perpetuated in a hieratic gesture by Velásquez presented the great ones of 
this world on foamy horses. in the painting, a magnate’s son gallops on a wooden horse. The hors 
is magnificent, the size of a real pony, it rocks on the rockers or lets itself be pulled, and is situated 
on a low platform on wheels. Wooden horses on rockers were a sign of a rich connotation still 
in the Generation of columbuses, they had their literary and iconic tradition (see, for example, 
W. Wojtkiewicz’s paintings). Their other current can be found in wooden carousel horses, in 
harnessed mounts or in rocking freely ones on metal constructions. 
lépine (fl. 1768-ca 1781), Portret Stanisława Seweryna Potockiego na koniu na biegunach, olej, płótno, 
133 × 168, muzeum narodowe w Warszawie, zbiory dawnej Sztuki europejskiej, public domain
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the “crayfish”. yet, quite early on, a stick put in between the legs whose one 
end was held in the hand, and the other was dragged behind – was the 
“horse”. although earlier on and later on, independently of a situation the 
stick = the “horse”, the stick, the walking stick “held between the legs” also 
signified “riding a horse”. tadeusz różewicz (Toys, [in:] Preparations for a 
reading) recollects that as a small boy, when he went to bed in the evening, 
he put the “stick” in the stable. on Palm Sunday, boys played the game of 
“horsemen”. it was simple capering around on a birch stick. a song sung in 
the Kielce region is more interesting:

two acres of oat, a horse for half a penny.
two acre of millet, What kind? a clever one,
i’ve bought myself, bought from a birch stick.

a little saddle to go with it
from a wisp of pea

a little harness to go with it i’m jumping – and it is jumping!
from willow phloem i’m kicking – and it is kicking!
as i mounted it, When i ride on a mountain
it was close to my heart. it falls into a hole.

(j. Gorzechowska, A Polish Year)

a metonymy: “i’m jumping – and it is jumping! i’m kicking – and it is kick-
ing!” – is very suggestive. apparently in the Kurpie region, at Shrovetide, one 
“rode a horse” made of sieves, sticks, and a sheet:

a Shrovetide goes down the road,
he sits on on a parade horse!
The head made of sticks, a mane from flax,
this is a nice decoration.

Horse riding on a stick was a custom of all boys of all times. many records 
have survived; in Poland, there is one already in Wincenty Kadłubek’s Chron-
icle. one could be a “horse” romping freely, a mount with a rider on one’s 
back, one could “walk in harness”. in older times, children knew very early 
on how to ride a horse or how to ride horses, which could easily be seen, and 
a model, fun experience preceded, in general, not for long, a real experience: 
riding, if not a real horse, then riding in cart, in a chaise. one rode “horses” 
then or a “horse” and one was a “horse”, “horseness” had much expression. 
contemporary children drive a “car”, but the car is poorer in expression – one 
can drive it by its noise and call: vroom, vroom, vroom, vroom... or imitate 
the engine’s purr: drive it, holding a driving wheel on the level of one’s chest. 
yet a horse has this advantage that it is alive still beyond man, whereas a car 
is “dead” beyond him. How many things a horse is capable of! it can clop its 
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hooves, jump, caper about, prance, neigh, snort, kick, nibble grass, drink wa-
ter, roll around, walk, scutter, trot, gallop: the horse can be for a saddle, it can 
pull a cart, a chaise, a coach, a gig, a cannon, a plough. it can be a combat 
horse: under a soldier, it can be an ulan and a horse at the same time, it can be 
a racing horse, but it can also be a Pegasus and centaur. it can walk in harness 
singularly, in a pair, in a foursome, and even in a sixsome. it can run freely like 
a colt. it can finally be “faithful” to his owner, it can “think”, it can finally talk. 
a car is “capable” of much less. a horse has its colours, it has a lot of them, it 
is: sable, bay, chestnut, white. Formerly, there “were” roan horses, palaminos, 
dun horses, piebald ones, black ones, mousey ones, sorrel ones, gold chestnut 
ones, white dapple grey ones. They had their distinctive features: an arrow or 
a star or a lantern on the forehead, a white nostril, a “fish eye”, a “frog mouth”, 
a white fetlock, one, two, three, four fetlocks, and also a stocking or a heel. 
They were of different breeds: arab horses, Thoroughbreds, Percherons... . all 
this was not only in reality, but also during having fun, since one knew the 
horse ethology by heart. and cars?... There are different makes of them and 
there are more and more of them. Horses less and less frequently are given 
to us, and if they are, they are given poorly: as peasant horses and exception-
ally as racing horses or circus ones. The rest of horses is only in literature, in 
paintings, in film. a live horse cannot be had in the city, but one can a have 
a car. There are no fathers with horses, fathers riding horses, fathers driving 
horses. There are fathers with cars. The horse has remained in the rustic rus-
tic-city folklore. literature for children rarely absorbs it. it does not absorb 
it, not even partially as much as a dog, which is understandable, but not even 
partially as much as a bear teddy bear, which can also be explained, but in a 
different way.

a contemporary child is somewhat helpless when confronted with a toy 
horse and it will soon be bored with it. However, it excellently copes with a toy 
car. With the help of a “horse”, a contemporary child with greater and greater 
difficulty manages folklore situations. it also happens by inspiration from out-
side, more rarely by inspiration from literature, more often from a historical or 
cowboy movie. yet a horse is more and more often superceded by its mechani-
cal rival.

yet neither a “horse”, nor a “car” are most important in a folklore situa-
tion – although both protagonists are fascinating in their own ways – it is a 
ride or rather an activity form riding that is important, because it is invariant. 
“riding” a horse, horse riding, driving a car, riding a train, “flying” a plane, a 
rocket – this is a function of many kinaesthetic games; of non-verbal forms. 
From the history of “clip clopping”, it can be seen how rich a verbal text was, 
how much characterological it was. a rhyming song talked about who and in 
what way rode, mounted or sat on a horse. but this text underwent a gradual 
atrophy. it could be seen how the “horse” semantic field was narrowed along 
with its lexical and social content. at first, there was a horse in the field, there 
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was riding a horse, horse riders, , but there was also a smith and horse shoe-
ing. Then, in literary texts and those stylised after folk ones there remained 
only “clip cloppings”, imitating a gallop. “riding a horse” freed from the ver-
bal text became sheer play. When then there appeared cars, children’s folk-
lore stopped being creative in this activity. it was now that literature offered 
children texts with “riding”. Such a scenario for paying a “railway” game was 
tuwim’s The Locomotive. 

“carrying” or “riding piggyback” meant taking a child on one’s back and 
carrying it. an adult was not a “piggy” himself – “riding on one’s back” was, al-
though adults transferred the metonymy onto a child: one pinched the child’s 
buttocks and said:

a fat piggy, a fat one,
she will be good with cabbage.

in another text addressed to a child, of a rich sound valorisation, one said: 
‘We shall walk with a sonny to market. We will buy a young hen. and the 
youn hen ben. dibblydibblydabladab....” This “we shall walk” is transparent. it 
is not to draw attention and this “fairy tale” is not created out of it, but out of a 
market...; out of what we can get there. now, it is not the activity: buying, hag-
gling – evokes the “fairy tale”. “buying” in a situation of a fair, at a market, at a 
bazaar (different variants of the song situate the “fairy tale” in this way) is buy-
ing animals and fowl. but this is a different structure. animals and fowl exist 
through their language.

translated by
rafał dubaniowski
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